
The essentials of 

Welcome
We have put together this short guide to 
help you and your students get the most 
from Law Trove.

Access
You and your students need to be 
logged in to your university network 
to gain access to Law Trove. 

Use the ‘Sign in via your institution’ 
option in the left-hand login box 
on the homepage and follow the 
instructions. 

Personal Profile
To create a Personal Profile, go to the ‘Sign in’ button on the top menu 
bar and follow the instructions. 

You need to set up a Personal Profile to experience the full 
functionality of Law Trove, including bookmarking and annotating. 

Directing reading
To direct your students to the correct 
textbooks, use DOI links when 
prescribing work. DOI links are visible 
at book or chapter level. 

Use the DOI string, prefaced with 
https://dx.doi.org/ to create the full 
DOI link. 

E.g. https://dx/doi.org/10.1093/he/9780198836216.001.0001



The essentials of 

Help and Contact
Please refer to our help and FAQ pages on Law 
Trove for more advice on navigating Law Trove.

Key Skills
Law Trove has coverage of all the law subjects we publish in, as well as some helpful 
skills titles to help students brush up on their understanding, and exam or essay writing 
skills.

Finch & Fafinski, 
‘Legal Skills’

Strong, 
‘How to Write 
Law Essays and 
Exams’

Herring, 
‘Legal Ethics’

Study tools
Be sure to let your students know about the 
additional study and testing resources accesible via 
Law Trove.

Look out for the related links in the left-hand menu.

‘Related books’ includes 
links to Essential Cases - 
content exclusive to Law 
Trove and ideal for 
revision and 
consolidation for key 
cases. 

‘Related Links’ includes 
links to free-to-use 
supporting resources 
where students can test 
their understanding. 

Revision Resources
Law Trove also includes access to all our 
Concentrate revision and study guides, 
and Concentrate Q&A guides. Ideal to help 
students consolidate their knowledge and 
prepare for exams and coursework. 

Just search ‘Concentrate’ to see them all, 
identifiable by their distinctive covers. 

https://www.oxfordlawtrove.com/page/faqs/faqs

